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The  following is an index associated with the information on the history of the 

Sewer Access Charge since 2002 as implemented by Bathurst Regional Council. 

On the pages noted are items that back our claims of corrupt conduct in regard to 

this matter. 

The numbering for this index is at the bottom right hand corner. 

2007 

Page 1.  Council has to be reminded to reimburse Sewer Access Charges as promised. Council will do 

anything to frustrate us and cause us financial hardship. 

 

Page 3.  Just how much information would be sufficient for BRC 

 

Page 17.  The charter “to provide adequate, equitable and appropriate services” 

 

- To have regard to “long term and cumulative effects” 

 



- To raise funds “by the fair imposition of rates, charges and fees 

 
- To regulate “consistently and without bias” 

 

 

Page 23.    Councils charge continues unchanged since 2004 

 

Page 25.  Council relies on Govt agreement that use of hose reels causes load on the sewer.  (A furphy 

recognized by the DEUS Director General who was obviously at odds with the Minister but was silenced 

by Minister) Why did the D G of Deus (really) resign only two years into his contract. In parliamentary 

minutes it is stated as “private reasons”. We must obtain correspondence between the DG and the 

Minister.  

 

 

 



Page 27.  A direct question as to assessing the load put on the Sewer.  Council obviously do not want to 

answer this question because it would expose the fact, that fire hose reels would never in practice or 

reality put a load on the sewer system 

 



Page 33.  BRC have to be reminded to reimburse for oversize meters again.  

 



Page 37.  BRC concede and will honor their commitment. Mayor Mann agrees to this after Paul Toole 

took the Mayoral position. No doubt Mayor Mann knew it was wrong and Senior staff did not know the 

position of the new incoming Mayor.  New Mayor Paul Toole at first agreed with me that the matter 

needed attention.  However in the end the possibility of having to increase the residential water rate 

should the Sewer Access Charge be made to reflect the load on the sewer for non residential ratepayers 

he soon realized no doubt the political implications of such a move just as his predecessors had been. 

That realization has translated into intransience now in the NSW Government in which he is a member , 

having received an enormous portion of the primary vote. 

Herein lies the almost impossibility of getting our message of the unfairness of this matter recognized. 

 

Page 47.  BRC try to renege on their 

commitment

 

 



Page 49.  The ET method found by us in Council’s own adopted policy.  It is BRC’s adopted policy but has 

never been made known to non-residential ratepayers.  Though BRC General Manager said it must be a 

“Public Document” if I had found it; it is still not found in BRC’s Public Document pages. 

This provision is the crux of the matter and having view to the copious amount of correspondence on 

the issue, we have no doubt deliberately hidden. 

 

Page 51.  BRC adopted policy 

 

Page 59.  BRC avoids answering Carters question P29. In this draft  letter it is obvious that the 

Engineering Director Doug Patterson is of the belief that we are being charged the way that we have 

because we have not availed ourselves of the provision to have an engineer assess the load put on the 

sewer in Equivalent tenements. He was obviously unaware that this option was never properly made 

known to us, advertised properly and indeed, was latter actually denied to us. It is plausible that the 

Engineering Director has put this unsent letter into Council records in order to record his position, which 

is contrary to the Financial Directors and the General Managers position.  

I once brought this matter up with the Planning Director,Mr David Shaw hoping for support, only to be 

told that “ If Bob Roach says it is correct, then it is”. He understood the matter implicitly, I have no doubt 

from that conversation. 



I also brought this matter up with Development Director, Mr. Paul Heath, who was very sympathetic on 

the issue and said that (as this matter was clearly affecting areas of his responsibility) he would take the 

matter up with the General Manager. Mr. Heath was dismissed from his contract for reasons 

confidential to Senior persons at Council shortly afterwards so I never did get to hear back from him. He 

should be contacted on this matter. 

 


